The RD-18G is a portable Oil Drain that includes a convenient hand pump.
Specifications

- **Funnel Diameter.** 16.75 in / 425 mm
- **Reservoir Capacity.** 18 gallons / 68 liters
- **Height.** Adjustable from 56 in to 72 in / 1,422 mm to 1,829 mm

To install the RD-18G:

1. Remove all components from the box and lay them out.
2. Put the Upper Tube into the wider opening in the Lower Tube. Make sure to put the end of the Upper Tube that does **not** have the Screw Holes into the Lower Tube.
3. Use the Bolt, Washer, and Nut to connect the two Tubes together.
4. Put the Funnel into the top of the Upper Tube. Secure it using the two Screws, if desired.
5. Slide the bottom of the Lower Tube into the opening at the top of the Reservoir.
6. Move the Lower Tube until the Funnel is at the desired height, then tighten using the Band and Knob.
7. At this point, you can start using the RD-18G. You do not need to install the Pump until you need to use it.

To install the RD-18G Pump:

1. Remove the White Cap from the Pump Hole and put the Inner Rod in, with the Uneven Red Metal Piece on the bottom of the Inner Rod. Make sure the Metal Piece goes into the Inside Circle, which is located on the **inside** of the Reservoir (you can see the Inside Circle if you look down through the Pump Hole).
2. Screw the Pump Adapter into place in the Pump Hole; make sure the top of the Inner Rod is protruding through the top of the Pump Adapter.
3. Connect the Pump Handle to the Pump, then screw the bottom of the Pump onto the top of the Inner Rod.
4. Screw the threaded end of the Curved Rod to the top of the Pump, then attach the Discharge Hose to the non-threaded end of the Curved Rod.

To use the RD-18G:

1. Move the RD-18G so that it catches used fluid.
2. To remove fluid from the Reservoir, attach a hose to the Drain Valve and then open it using the Knob. The fluid in the Reservoir drains out. If the fluid is coming out slowly, remove the top of the Air Vent; this may increase fluid flow. **Danger: Avoid skin contact with used fluid; get medical help if ingested.**
3. To remove fluid using the Pump, put the open end of the Discharge Hose into an appropriate container, then turn the Pump Handle to move the fluid out through the Pump, Curved Rod, and Discharge Hose. If the fluid is coming out slowly, remove the top of the Air Vent; this may increase fluid flow.
4. Dispose of the used fluid in compliance with local, state, and federal laws.

If you are unclear how to correctly dispose of used fluid:

- Keep each fluid separate and sealed until you dispose of it.
- Take the fluid to a recycling or hazardous waste facility. Cities, counties, and states often support these facilities. Contact them to see if and where. If you can't find a facility, visit earth911.com.

**Warning:** Do **not** dispose of used fluid by putting it into the trash or into the environment. You will damage the environment and be held legally responsible.